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REGENERATE. Global forum reSITE
2019 calls to action for happiness and
sustainability
Fresh off of getting the top award for Best SelfProduced Event of 2018, reSITE announces the
theme for its upcoming world-class forum:
REGENERATE. reSITE’s global community of
thought leaders, urbanists and most innovative
urban and business leaders from all parts of the
planet will get together at Prague’s Forum Karlin
on September 19–20, 2019. reSITE 2019, called
by The Atlantic Citylab “the most important
conversation of our time,” will present 50
international speakers surrounded by a 1000+
audience. reSITE will share collective ideas,
collaborative actions and design solutions within
new event formats – intensive round tables,
networking breakfasts and a big party. The latter
will be included in the new type of entry for
general public. The event will be curated by Greg
Lindsay. A limited capacity of 2-for-1 registrations
are open now.
FOLLOW THE EVENT
“reSITE has assembled a global community acting to improve our
livelihood in cities that we love in and live in, with a simple message:
Each one of you have the creativity, resourcefulness and power to make
this world a better place whether it be addressing climate change,
sustainable growth or civic architecture.

Thus our theme REGENERATE is a call to action. We will offer solutions
to help cities redefine their resources for the changing needs of our cities
especially for younger urban dwellers who care about climate change and
a high happiness factor,” says reSITE’s Chairman Martin Barry in his
invitation to join the event. “We are the leaders who brought you the now
internationally heralded Manifesto Market. We have proven with our own
projects how fast we can create a tangible impact on many levels, how to
regenerate a neighborhood and redefine a whole industry.”
“REGENERATE explores both the rebirth of cities and the generations of
people living within,” explains Greg Lindsay, author, urbanist and reSITE’s
Guest Curator. How will we make room for families by remaking the city at
every scale — from the mega-redevelopment of brownfields to restoring
neighborhoods? How should we balance expansion with heritage? How
are today’s mayors grappling with unaffordability and redevelopment?
Which startups are transforming the city itself into a generator to stave off
climate change? And which architects are imagining new ways of living,
working and playing for children and families? REGENERATE will bring
together a new generation of leaders on climate, energy, health, and
mobility — as well as design and public policy — to discuss creating cities
for young and old alike.

Registrations open with heavy discounts for
students and Women in Design
Now is the best time to register with a discounted rate, 2-for-1 offer is
available until May 15th. To encourage all the female architects,
designers, women in real estate development and municipal leadership, a
special “Women in Design” discounted ticket is available.
The entry will be traditionally subsidized for full-time students. The
organizers introduce a brand new ticket category, “Limited Ticket”, making
several program elements of reSITE accessible to the general audience
including access to the Live Mic Stage, annual party, food and chill zone
and more.
New to the format this year will be afternoon breakout sessions on both
days, where business leaders and industry professionals will share ideas
and address the most pressing issues about regenerating our cities. The
afternoon sessions will be complemented with an exhibition of new large
development sites in Prague that seek to regenerate the city, and will be
supported by discussions about these development areas. Shared Cities:
Creative Momentum will present several outcomes of the 4-year EUfunded project.

Choose the Best Event

Insisting on an uncompromised content quality, design and experiences,
reSITE 2018 ACCOMMODATE won the Best self-produced event Award
from the Czech Events Association, member of the BEA (Best Event
Association) World Festival. “We work again with the winning team, and
keep focusing on creating memorable experiences for the participants,
maintain our editorial independence and create a unique space for
vanguard conversation on cities which doesn’t happen elsewhere. We are
grateful to all the 500+ world class speakers who shared their bold ideas
on our stages in Prague, Lisbon and Berlin. We can’t wait to host the next
game-changing event in Prague and our future international projects in
new cities,” commented Martin Barry.

What will happen at reSITE 2019 Prague
Keynotes, panel discussions, live mic stage, intensive and interactive
break-out sessions, run, tours, parties, unforgettable dinner. reSITE is a
one-of-a-kind experience combining the best ideas in the world from the
bottom to the top, and creating long-lasting relationships.

#reSITE2019 #REGENERATE
Who should attend?
The event has assembled a global community of diverse professionals
and creative people who are solving problems in the world’s cities – real
estate developers and investors, politicians, entrepreneurs, alternative
energy leaders, smart city professionals, architects, urbanists, planners,
designers, municipal leaders and representatives, researchers,
professors, students, media, cultural leaders, curators and non-profit
organizations and activists.
WHAT: reSITE 2019 REGENERATE
POWERED BY: reSITE
VENUE: Forum Karlin, Pernerova 51, Prague 8, Czech Republic
WHEN: September 19-20, 2019 + launch, parallel & fun events
WEBSITE: https://www.resite.org/events/resite-2019-regenerate
REGISTRATIONS: https://tickets.resite.org/
FACEBOOK: Follow the event
MAIN MEDIA PARTNER: Citylab
PREMIUM PARTNER: Penta Real Estate
ORGANIZED AS PART OF THE PROJECT: Shared Cities: Creative
Momentum
Media relations: Radka Ondráčková | radka@resite.org |
+420 605 350 814
High-resolution photographs are available upon request.

About reSITE

reSITE is connecting the leaders and supporting the synergies across
real estate, architecture, urbanism, politics, culture and economics. It
presents the ideas and projects of internationally renowned experts to
professionals and to the wider public, through events, media and
consultancy. For the past seven years, reSITE became a leading
voice in the field of rethinking cities, architecture and urban
development, attracting political leaders of inspirational cities to its
Prague’s flagship event and events hosted in Lisbon and Berlin.
reSITE initiated the idea of Prague’s new landmark, Manifesto Market.
reSITE has become a global thought leader and event experience
planer, working across scales and regions. reSITE was founded in
2011 by Martin Barry, landscape architect, originally from New York.
reSITE’s guest curator is Greg Lindsay.
reSITE.org

